Cardinal and Gray Squad Outclassed, Takes Fifth In N. E. Intercollegiates

Harvard, coming from behind in the Intercollegiate Wrestling Meet at Providence last Saturday, when it collected nine points in the consolation bouts, brought its total to 29 points and led Brown, the favorite and runner-up by 4, thereby retaining its title to Champion of New England. Tufts was third with 13 points and Williams with 6, left M. I. T. in last place with a single count.

Pasturine the context were many points of which two were particularly disconcerting to Technology, although they both came in the preliminary matches. One was the elimination of Captain Franklin by decision in the 150-pound class and the loss of Captain Charles Williams with 6, left M. I. T. in last place with a single count.

The summary:

One hundred and fifteen-pound class—Tufts, won decision over Cabot, Tech.
One hundred and twenty-five-pound class—Williams, won decision over Zellman, Tech.
One hundred and thirty-five-pound class—Williams, won decision over Van Loan, Tech.
One hundred and forty-five-pound class—Brown, won decision over Van Loan, Tech.
One hundred and fifty-five-pound class—Brown, won decision over Osborn, Tech.
One hundred and sixty-seven-pound class—Williams, won decision over Burton, Tech.
One hundred and eighty-five-pound class—Brown, won decision over Osborn, Tech.
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After the preliminaries, Harvard was in a situation similar to that of last year when it had to face the Varsity Beavers in the consolation rounds.

The Harvard delegation individually had not had the opportunity to meet the Tech. Varsity Beavers in the 300-pound class, and only after two overtime periods, of Brown in an extremely game tussle for the epee event.

Along with the hundreds of other events, the Harvard engineering school is being finished by a great many more. The great railroad systems, too, benefit from the perfection of many vital parts of these great engineer of commerce.
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